If the moduli of the zeros of a Blaschke product increase sufficiently slowly the arguments of the zeros may be so chosen that the product diverges everywhere on [z: \z\ = 1}.
A sequence of complex numbers {an) in the unit disc is a Blaschke sequence if and only if 2" (1 -l^n I) <C oo. If the first m terms of {an} are zero and the remaining terms are nonzero, then the corresponding Blaschke product is defined by the formula Biz,{a"}) = zm IT biz,an) = zm TT ,/u?" "^ v n>m n>m \an\(l ~ Zd")
The Blaschke product converges absolutely for \z\ < 1, and, if (i) so-kmogy-zV-T n i \a" I converges, Frostman [1] has shown that it also converges absolutely almost everywhere on (z: \z\ = 1}. It will be shown here that if (1) does not converge then the arguments of the terms of the sequence {a") can be so chosen that Biz, {a"}) diverges whenever \z\ = Then if an -rne'9" the Blaschke product 5(z,(a"}) diverges for z = e'9 (0 =\ 9 <2tr).
For each natural number k we choose N (= N(k)) to satisfy the inequality 9N_X g 9 + 2rC7r < 9N, and, since 9n -#"_, 2= 1/e, we can then choose M (= M(N)) so that 
*" (l+r")tani(e-«J
We need to show that 2^=1 fn diverges. We consider <p" on the set of integers « that satisfy M si n < A. For such « we have tan |(0 -9") < tan |(0" -9n) < 9N -9" since 0 < 9N -#" < 1, whencê >arctan27c^fe- 1 loglog(l/(l -rN)) log 2 4 4 log(l/(l -rw)) 4 log(l/(l -rw)) since 9N -9M_X > \ by (2). Since limn^00^ = 1, it follows that 2^=1 Vn diverges.
